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For each noise type:
      1. Train and evaluate model on noise-free train and test sets
      2. For i in range(5):
           a. Generate additional 10% of noise 
           b. Train model on corrupted train set
           c. Evaluate model on noise-free test set
      3. Aggregate the results over the runs

Experiments conducted:
3 times for YOLOv8 with PASCAL dataset
Once for YOLOv8 with VisDrone dataset
Once for YOLOv8 with Brain-Tumor dataset
Once for Faster R-CNN with PASCAL dataset
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Recent success in object detection depends on meticulously
annotated, large scale datasets.
On Amazon's Mechanical Turk, precisely annotating a single
object takes an average of 88 seconds [1], highlighting the
high cost of the annotation process.
Current Research: efforts to reduce annotation costs
primarily focus on noise correction before or during training.
Gap: analysis of effect of specific types of human annotation
noise on detector performance. 

How sensitive are deep-learned object detectors to the four
types of human annotation noise?

Missing Annotations:

YOLOv8 is more resilient to missing annotations compared to Faster R-
CNN. YOLOv8 maintains performance with greater variability at lower
noise levels. Missing annotations of smaller objects and missing
annotations in smaller datasets have a more detrimental effect on
performance compared to their larger counterparts.

Small Extra Annotations:

Small extra annotations have a regularizing effect on YOLOv8. Small extra
annotations impact performance more in the presence of a significant
amount of small objects. Faster R-CNN is sensitive to small extra
annotations. Small extra annotations in smaller datasets cause a
pronounced performance decline. 

Big Extra Annotations:

Big extra annotations have a regularizing effect on YOLOv8. Faster R-CNN
is sensitive to big extra annotations, but less compared to small extra
annotations. Big extra annotations in smaller harm performance more
compared to larger datasets. 

YOLOv8 and Faster R-CNN are equally robust to to inaccurate bounding
boxes, with moderate sensitivity at low levels and severe sensitivity at
higher levels. Inaccurate bounding boxes for small objects and smaller
datasets harm performance more signifcantly compared to larger objects
and datasets.

Wrong Classification Labels:

YOLOv8 is sensitive to all levels of wrong classification labels. Faster R-CNN is significantly more sensitive to wrong classification labels compared to YOLOv8.
Wrong classification labels of smaller objects and smaller datasets harm detector performance more compared to their larger counterparts.  

Annotation noise in smaller datasets harms performance
more than in larger datasets.
Noise in the annotations of smaller objects harms
performance more than larger objects.
YOLOv8 shows resilience to low levels of missing annotations
and inaccurate bounding boxes, but is sensitive to all levels
of wrong classification labels.
Extra annotations have a regularizing effect on YOLOv8.
Faster R-CNN is more sensitive to all noise-types compared
to YOLOv8, except for inaccurate bounding boxes, where
performance is similarly.

YOLOv8 with VisDrone and Brain-Tumor and Faster R-CNN
with PASCAL are each run only once.
Hyperparameter tuning was not performed.
Hyperparameters were equal across all noise types and noise
levels.
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